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The invention of a new profession: the manager
1954: Drucker studies corporations
like General Motors and invents:
“Management by objectives”
“A manager plans a project and
controls its implementation”

(2005)
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Managers move into the public sector
“In the 1980s, Government introduced new
jargon; “inputs”, “outputs” and “outcomes”.
There was much eye-rolling and scepticism.
… but every Government headache – from
leaky homes to Pike River – has at its heart
a failure to relate inputs and outputs to
outcomes.” – Jane Clifton, 17 Nov 2012

“Children will learn: “If you cannot measure
it, you cannot improve it.” – Listener, Editorial, 6 Oct 2012
www.nzadds.org.nz
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Management-by-objectives comes to development aid (1)

In 1990s management concepts
also move into the aid sector:
logframe, logic chain, logic model.
Results-Based Management
(RBM) becomes the sector‟s term.

“In the past decade, we saw a dilution of
feminist principles to be inserted in
logframes.” Lina Abou-Habib – Director CRTD, 2011
www.nzadds.org.nz
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Management-by-objectives comes to development aid (2)
In late 2000s, push for quantified objectives and indicators is
expanded by monetisation; Value for Money (VfM) approach.
“…optimum combination of whole-of-life
costs and quality of good or service”
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Management-by-objectives comes to development aid (3)
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RBM and challenges for NGOs
• That what is easy to measure – quantify – is least important.
Measuring outputs (schools built) is easy, but measuring outcomes
(increased job opportunities), and impact (reduced poverty) is hard.

• Easy to „prove‟ (narrative) that activities have led to outputs.
But hard to „prove‟ that those outputs have led to outcomes.
Outcomes mostly have many causes. Attribution or contribution?
The Deadweight Effect. Displacement. How long does it last?

• That what is not countable or monetised is valued at zero.
Resilience, well-being, empowerment, sustainability, awareness,
sovereignty, hope, democracy, safety, opportunity, rule-of-law…

• Measuring the uncountable? Designing (proxy) indicators.
www.nzadds.org.nz
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RBM and opportunities for NGOs
• RBM, recording effects, is a good basis for organisational
learning – if it is not used for reporting upward to donors.
• Until late 1990s, NGOs were seen as unique actors: born out
of felt need and experience, connected in communities,
driven by committed people, identity-on-values…
Performance-based contracts blurr the line between NGOs
and state agencies, consultants, the military – and make
NGOs compete with these on points where NGOs are weaker.
„Organisational indicators‟ reflect NGOs‟ character and show
what they can do because of who they are (and what the
others are not and cannot become): born out of felt need…
www.nzadds.org.nz
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Dear Mr Gandhi,
We cannot fund your
project proposal.
Your logframe has a
weak vertical logic.
Attribution chains are
weak.
How does your activity
of spinning lead to
your goal of the fall
of the British Empire?
(Rogers, 2006: 35)
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